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President’s Message
by Janet Taylor
"There is nothing in the world more beautiful than the forest clothed to its
very hollows in snow. It is the still ecstasy of nature, wherein every spray,
every blade of grass, every spire of reed, every intricacy of twig, is clad
with radiance." - William Sharp
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I love winter. The air is crisp, the snow covers a
multitude of blemishes on the landscape, and there are
no mosquitos. Many will disagree with me, but, I do
love winter. I love the position of the sun, leaving long
shadows of objects over the whiteness of the snow.
The sculpture of snow drifts and wind whipped fields
are where it is at.
It is the New Year; what resolutions will I make? I plan
to learn a new skill in photography; perhaps macro
photography, or perfecting my landscape photos or
portraits. I’ll need to listen carefully to our speakers
and try to pick up a few tips. I’ll ask a fellow
photographer about how and why they took a photo I
admire. I’ll go on the outings, there is usually a
purpose to the outing in learning a new skill and I’ll
watch a YouTube video by a couple of famous

photographers on a subject that interests me, such
as post-processing in Lightroom.
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My 2020 resolution is to stay curious, keep learning, and gain a better appreciation for the art of
photography.
In January, I am looking forward to hearing our own member, Donna Edmonds, speaking on the
topic Contemplative Photography. And I look forward to our Art Gallery of Northumberland
project; it’ll be exciting to see what the committee decides about the club’s theme and process
for our show in November 2020.
Let us look back on the past year with fond memories and forward to the coming year with hope
and the warmest of aspirations. Happy New Year!

Photos by Janet Taylor

Now on the lighter side:
My friend asked me where I see myself in the New Year.
“How would I know?” I replied, “I don't have 2020 vision.”
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Images 2020
An exhibition of photographic art
by the Northumberland
Photography Club

By now you have probably heard that the Art Gallery of Northumberland has awarded one of 11
prestigious entries into the gallery’s 2020 year of celebrating art and artists in Northumberland.
Not only that, our exhibition will wrap up this year of celebration on Saturday, November 14th at
1:00 PM, with a reception and our event will continue until January 3rd, 2021. Please make note
of this date, Nov.14th, on your calendar NOW! and ask your family and friends to do the same
and to join us in celebrating our success.
A committee of your peers is currently being organized to head up this exhibition. It will be
developing the entry criteria and will communicate these ground rules early in the new Year.
Your job is simple: get out there and capture the best photographs you have ever taken and be
prepared to enter your photo to be one of the 60 images that will be selected for display in the
gallery for November.
Thank you to everyone who responded at our last meeting. Gerry, the Outreach Director, will
contact those of you who indicated an interest in becoming a committee member early in
January.
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Travel Photography
Bem vido a Portugal
by Bill Prawecki
Why do Lorrain and I love returning to Portugal each year? Quite
simply because of the warmhearted people of Portugal, the
wealth of culture and history that Portugal offers, the lasting great
culinary experiences and last but not the least the great weather
encountered in the Algarve during our stay
In our journey we have met many great Portuguese folks. It has ranged from a gentleman
covered in tattoos that we meet each year in Loulé to a Shepherd minding his flock of sheep in
the heart of Portugal. English has never stopped us from
communicating with anyone in Portugal.
In one such encounter where a
vendor of cheese could not
understand or speak English her
means of communicating with us
was to put out one cheese in her
hand and saying “Moooo” and in
her other hand she held cheese and
cried out “ Baaaaa”. We totally
understood each other and smiled.
Portugal has also provided us with a
wealth of historical significance.
Portuguese explorers as early as 1419
were already making their way over
to Africa and as far east as India in
their quest to trade, map the coastlines and establishing their own
territories. Henry the Navigator was the main architect of Portuguese
mariner exploration. The Monument of Discoveries in Lisbon
celebrates the Portuguese Age of Discovery. The monument pays
tribute to Henry the Navigator, Afonso V of Portugal, Vasco da
Gama, Ferdinand Magellan and many others involved in early
Portuguese exploration. As a piece of trivia, it is a fact that Henry the Navigator was neither a
sailor or navigator but a sponsor of most of the sea exploration.
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We like to get off the beaten trail and travel the backroads of Portugal. This year we traveled the
entire length of EN2 (Portugal’s Route 66) which is 738 kms in length and is the longest
continuous stretch of road that takes you from the coastal city of Faro in the south up to Chaves
in the north near the Spanish boarder. The 3 day journey took us from the
remote mountain towns still stuck in time, passing through the beautiful Duoro
River area, traversing the rich cork and olive tree areas and finally down to the
Atlantic coast.
“Alleluia …. Alleluia …
Alleluia” …. cry out the men
carrying their flowering torches
along streets lined with a carpet
of flowers on Easter Sunday in
the town of São Brás de
Alportel. Most of the flowers
that carpet the
streets have
been gathered
locally. A great spectacle not to be missed each year at Easter.
What we also discovered from speaking to some local folks is
that this parade also celebrates the defeat of Robert Devereu,
2nd Earl of Essex by local peasants in 1596.
Oh yes …. I mentioned our Culinary experiences in Portugal.
We have always been open to exploring any culinary delights
throughout Portugal. Ranging from eating pig’s cheeks, squid,
octopus, wild boar and even trying out barnacles (Perceves).

We have eaten at the famous Time Out Market in
Lisbon, enjoyed the culinary “rock star” experience
at the Doc along the Douro River.
Equipment used for these photos included the
Olympus OMD EM5 and most recently my cameras
of choice are the Fuji XE3 and my trusty stealth
Ricoh GR2
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In the Bag: the RRS L-Bracket & Clamp
by Al Short
The best thing since sliced bread (or even just bread) is a
combination of two items. One is the L-Bracket and the other is
the clamp to be attached to the tripod head. You can get universal
L-Brackets that will fit your camera, or you get one that is made
for your make and model of camera. All come with an “ArcaSwiss style” dovetailed rail to mount on the clamp. There is no
standard for an “Arca-Swiss style” dovetail; some makes may be
wider, or narrower, thicker, or thinner, depending on the
manufacturer. I will be talking about Really Right Stuff’s L-bracket and clamps. There are two
types of clamps; one with the screw opening and closing style, the other is a levered style. The
screw type is universal; that is, it does not matter about the actual specs of the “Arca-Swiss style”
rail or bracket. I found the problem was if the screw was towards me, I was forever hitting my
beautiful chin on it every time I put my eye to the camera’s eyepiece. If (with my manly hands) I
reversed it to point away, I had a hard time tightening and loosening the screw; so, I went with
the lever action clamp. I found that I could attach my old 80-400 Nikkor lens, which weights a
ton, a short RRS rail to the foot of the lens that locked on the lever clamp, put the whole thing
over my shoulder and never worry about the lens and camera falling off the clamp.
Notice: on the clamp and bracket marks, “O”, is dead centre. So, line up the centre of the clamp
(which rotates on the tripod head) and the centre of the bracket. The centre of the lens barrel is
also over that point. Let’s say that I am shooting some flowers (don’t laugh, at least out loud).
The camera is on the tripod, remote release in hand; now when I want to rotate the camera to the
vertical position, I simply open the clamp, turn the camera, re-clamp; time taken about 5
seconds. Try that with an older style head or even a newer ball head: tilt camera, reposition
tripod, raise tripod centre column, reframe view, and refocus on item; time likely 2 minutes.
Same ease of repositioning, the camera holds true for landscapes as it is better to shoot in the
vertical; more foreground and/or sky can be used in the image.
If you would like more info on the bracket and clamp I use, just ask me on an outing. I will be
more than happy to show you. Also, I will add a link to RRS (Really Right Stuff). They do have
some really right stuff, well thought out, and just what a photographer wants and needs. Good
info on their web site and check out their Lights&Shadow Magazine.
https://www.reallyrightstuff.com/
P.S. On their home page also check out “Learn.”
Cheers, Al
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NPC FEATURED PHOTOGRAPHER:
Bryan Marjoram
I was born in St. Catharines and two years later, my family moved to
Niagara Falls. I lived in Niagara Falls for 19 years before heading off to
university. My wife Cindy and I have lived in the same house in beautiful,
downtown Baltimore, Ontario, for 37 years.
Prior to retiring I was a primary/junior school teacher in Niagara Falls and
then at Baltimore Public School for approximately 18 years. For
the last ten years of my career I worked from Port Hope to
Stockdale as an Early Literacy teacher and coach where I assisted
small groups of children to enhance their reading skills and
taught a variety of reading strategies to them.
Some of my photos have been
published in the Cobourg Star,
Northumberland News, and Toronto
Star.
I have travelled to western and eastern
Canada with our entire family, Dominican
Republic, Jamaica, England, Portugal,
Spain, France, Italy, Thailand, Korea,
Australia, New Zealand, Greece, Granada,
China, and Peru. Most of my travel has been
through Merit Travel in Toronto. I have been
assigned numerous long stay group hosting
opportunities which has been an incredible
life experience, plus it has allowed me to
pursue my interest in photography.
In my spare time I enjoy volunteering
for a number of organizations. Two days a week I assist at the Soup
Kitchen and Thursday Night Lite dinners with groups of marginalized
individuals. I also like to keep active by participating in the following
sports and exercise activities; baseball, volleyball, pickle ball, cardio
workouts, biking, and yoga.
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I started making photographs once I retired. Although I was actively involved
in a lot of different activities, I didn't have a hobby that I was passionate about
until I purchased my first DSLR. I wanted to capture concerts and different
sporting events I attended.
My focus now centers around portraiture,
abstracts, and anything that intrigues me. Most
of my images have been captured abroad and
around the many beautiful areas of
Northumberland.
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To share one amusing or memorable photographic event would be next to impossible. There are
so many memories I cherish because I was able to be present and “capture that moment for life”.

Family pictures of loved ones (past and present), meeting
and photographing my boyhood idol, Bobby Orr, sitting
front row in Ottawa taking photos of local NHL star,
Justin Williams, taking concert shots of legendary
bluesmen, B.B. King and Buddy Guy, photographing
freely while spending a night in a hill tribe village in
Thailand, are a few of the many highlights that I will
treasure forever.
Presently I'm shooting with a Nikon 7500 and my lens is a
AF- S NIKKOR 28-300mm. Both are relatively new
purchases and I'm thoroughly enjoying utilizing them
both.
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Here’s a thought
by Susan Dubois
Winter, with its pretty scenery, snowflakes dancing with the wind, tree
limbs and bushes bending under the weight of the pure white snow, kids
tobogganing down the hill in glee, pretty lights glowing in the dark. This
time of year evokes so many different feelings and memories of times
gone by or memories yet to be made.
As we get older and the kids are grown up and gone, it can become
increasingly difficult to convince ourselves to leave the warm comforts
of home in order to brave the cold, snow and ice just to take a few pictures; achy bones, stiff
joints, increased sensitivity to the cold, fear of slipping and falling, all seem to collaborate and
convince us that staying indoors and enjoying the cold season from behind a window is easier.
As a photographer, winter brings so many exciting and challenging opportunities if we only look
beyond the physical discomforts and look at the endless possibilities that this time of year brings,
no matter our challenges.
Frozen bubble photography can be done within a few feet of our house, making our escape back
into the warmth much easier. Placing a bird feeder in front of a clear window offers hours of
entertainment as we hope and wait, camera ready, for that elusive or rare bird to choose our
feeder instead of the neighbour’s.
For the more intrepid photographers, winter sports photography not only gives us very different
and unique challenges, but also that adrenaline rush that makes us momentarily overlook the
numbing cold until our overladen bodies bring us back to reality. Photographing a person in dark
clothing or a dark animal in a bright snowy environment without blowing out the white snow
demands skill and practice, which likely means many failed shots before succeeding.
Winter landscape provides many opportunities for beautiful scenic photographs; the bright snow
on a sunny day emphasizes the colours by providing bright contrast. Use a polarizing filter if you
have one to reduce the glare off the snow, darken the blue skies and make those white clouds
look fuller and puffier. On snow laden trees, especially evergreens, look for shapes in the snow.
You’ll be amazed at what you see when you truly look. Waterfowl at the harbour, huddled
together against a violent snow or windstorm can produce dramatic pictures. Photographing
Christmas lights at night forces us to use our tripod, remote and our knowledge as we determine
the best settings, position and angle for optimal pictures. For a little extra fun, use the timer and
step into your picture as the shutter is open to create a ghost effect, making you appear as the
ghost of Christmas.
Regardless of our likes, dislikes, physical or emotional challenges, the winter season provides us
with a rich environment for photography, one that we ought to embrace to the best of our
abilities, not only for its learning opportunities but also for its health benefits.
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Old things Become New Again
by Carole Anne Bell-Smith
If you are looking for a way to add some sparkle to your photography, look no further than some of your
old film lenses. Many of them were very well made and can be adapted to virtually any camera. Of
course, you must then shoot on manual, however this is not really a hardship and actually makes you
think a little more and pushes your creativity. My favourite old lenses include pretty much all of the
Takumar lenses (Asahi Optical) which are reputed to rival Zeiss lenses for a fraction of the price. Most
have 15 aperture blades which produce wonderful bokeh. These lenses also are nearly incomparable for
black and white photography, particularly the 50mm
1.4. There is a story about an image printed in a Zeiss
lab that was so beautiful the developer asked which
Zeiss lens was used, only to find out it was a Takumar
50mm 1.4. You can find Takumar lenses in thrift stores,
eBay, Kijiji, or camera shows. I do notice that as I have
been singing their praises for the last few years, the
prices seem to be climbing. Still the Takumar 135 2.5
can be found regularly for $100 and it is my workhorse
for Impressionist Photography.

The other lens I highly recommend is the Meyer Optik
Gorlitz Orestor 100mm 2.8, also known as “the bokeh
monster” or “the zebra” owing to the metallic stripes
around the focus ring. This lens is pure magic and will
transform your images. Did I mention the bokeh? It is
quite incredible and although it does require
experimentation, again because everything will be
manual, I promise you will love it! If your camera has
focus peaking, which produces colour around the
subject at sharp focus, this will make things much
easier. I use focus peaking to bring my subject into

sharp focus then slowly de focus to achieve my
blurry impressionist look. The look of images
produced with this lens will satisfy you that it was worth the $180 you will need to buy it. My
most successful images in terms of sales and awards were most often taken with “the bokeh
monster”.
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Although I favour old film prime lenses, recently I have been experimenting with some old zoom
lenses. The zoom range affords me flexibility, particularly in winter, as I often cannot get close
to my subject matter nor predict how far away the subject matter will be. Sadly wheelchairs do
not traverse the snow well, so I must be creative and bring the subject matter to me. A zoom lens
works well for this but the modern lenses just do not give me the bokeh that I must have. I have
been experimenting with some old Vivitar, Beck, Sigma, and Canon lenses and have been
pleased with the results. You just can’t beat the build quality of these cameras.

Although I could wax on about the merits of
all my legacy lenses, I really must end with
the caveat that although tools, like lenses,
are important to the quality of your images,
there is really no substitute for skill,
knowledge and experience. We don’t ask a
chef, after a particularly good meal, which
brand of knives were used. The same is true
for the photographer, although the
intersection of all these things, including
legacy lenses is the place where magic
happens, and we could all use a little more
magic these days!

Carol Anne Bell-Smith
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NPC BULLETIN BOARD

(Items of interest to NPC members)
The 8th annual SPARK Photography Festival is scheduled for April 1st to April 30, 2020. The
SPARK Photo Festival is a celebration of photography, and the artists, dreamers, innovators,
storytellers, professionals and enthusiasts behind the camera lens. Every year, the month of April
marks the arrival of numerous photographic exhibits and artists, in locations throughout the
Northumberland, Peterborough, and the Kawartha Lakes regions.The Juried Photography
Contest is an important component of the festival and is open for entries. This years theme
is MOTION with the deadline for submissions being February 2nd, 2020. 25 photographs will
be chosen by a select group of 3 judges and will be printed and displayed by the Spark
Photography Festival. In addition to Spark doing the printing, matting, framing and exhibiting.
The Best Photograph of the Show will win $300 cash; Second Place will receive $150, Third
Place will receive $100. In addition a Honourable Mention may be selected and awarded $50.
Plaques will be awarded to the top three winners.All of the 25 selected Juried photographers will
also be invited to our award festivities. The cost of entry is $30, which allows the photographer
to submit up to 3 photographs.For more details on the theme and the submission process please
go to our website: https://www.sparkphotofestival.org/submit-to-the-juried-exhibit/

Cheers, Randy Romano, SPARK Juried Committee
randall@nexicom.net
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Bulletin Board…cont’d
NPC's First Outing of 2020 - January 4th and 5th - Rogers Hometown Hockey
in Cobourg!
Happy New Year! Our first outing of 2020 will be on the weekend of January 4th and 5th
when Rogers Hometown Hockey comes to Cobourg. A number of events are happening
throughout the weekend so we should have a good variety of images in our Outings
slideshow. We will not meet formally as a group for this outing.
https://www.cobourg.ca/en/recreation-and-culture/rogers-hometown-hockey.aspx

The Last Page
Elisabeth M. La Fontaine

HAPPY NEW YEAR AND WELCOME TO 2020!
Welcome to the year 2020 and very best wishes for peace, good health and lots of creative
photography!
Can it really be 20 years since the Great Y2K scare, the disaster that never was? “In 1999,
everyone was anticipating the arrival of the new millennium. January 1, 2000 was the day that
our entire lives were going to be changed. The fear was that all of the computers that everyone
depended on would malfunction. People also feared that our luxuries would be destroyed and
that we would revert back to living like the olden days without any electricity, heat or running
water.”
Photographers were, for the most part, shooting with film and it wasn’t until around 2000-2005
that the DSLR went mainstream. One of the first digital cameras was the SONY Digital Mavica
back around 2000, which put a few 640x480 JPEG images on a 3.5" floppy disc. It was clumsier
than film, and the photo quality was pretty bad. What a long way SONY and all the other
manufacturers have come since then. Not just DSLRs but Mirrorless… and what is next?
SONY Digital Mavica

RESOLUTIONS

SONY ALPHA A7 III

I Googled Photographers’ New Year Resolutions and came up with PetaPixel’s article by Jenna
Martin “10 Photography Resolutions for the New Year” I’ve since communicated with Jenna and
have her permission to share her writings. She is a fine art and underwater photographer based
out of Billings, Montana where she lives with her husband, two daughters (and a baby on the
way) and as many animals as she can bring into the house. After acquiring her Master’s in
Psychiatric Rehabilitation she made a drastic career change into the field of photography. Jenna
says that her life goal is to see the world, save all the animals, help all the people, eat all the
chocolate and write about it all along the way.
These are Jenna’s Resolutions for 2014 – she writes about them every year but these are my
favourites and still relevant in 2020.
https://petapixel.com/2014/12/31/10-photography-resolutions-new-year/#more-154710

In her “Spare time” Jenna blogs, hosts a Podcast with a ***** rating called Creative Chaos.
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/creative-chaos/id1440844182 and is a really interesting
woman.
So with all these ideas for you, my friends, I hope we at The Monitor will hear about your
Resolutions for 2020 – your successes and failures!
For now The Monitor team, Larry Keeley, Patricia Calder and Elisabeth La Fontaine are signing
off and wishing everyone all that you wish for in the New Year.

Until next time….
The Monitor Team.

